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Benefits Communication
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About This Resource Guide
This Resource Guide contains ideas, samples, and services for benefits
communication. Four other communication Resource Guides specific for open
enrollment, new hires, ongoing benefits education, and wellness programs and
incentives are also available. See page 8.

How to Create a Strategic Communication Plan
In brief,* a strategic communication plan:

1. Identifies audiences—to understand their perspectives on benefits, what
they do and don’t know or misunderstand, what motivates learning, and their
communication preferences. Conduct surveys, focus groups, or just ask
representative employees and local benefits representatives. With this
knowledge, look at demographic variances for targeting messages.
2. Sets goals and metrics—what actions do you want participants to take and
how do these actions impact benefit costs and support your benefits
philosophy and goals? Set metrics to know if you’ve reached the goals and
for help in preparing future communications.
3. Create a brand and theme—create awareness and identity.
4. Lists key messages—create carefully worded messages as a resource for
message consistency and reinforcement. Use separate lists for each
demographic or employee group, if it helps achieve goals.
5. Matches media to audiences—for example, if using email, what is the
alternative for those without email access?
6. Establishes timing—for timely project management and production.
*Contact us for more information on strategies and planning benefits communication.

Why Have a Plan?
If you don’t create a plan,
you may not get the
results you want. It’s like
planning a wedding but
not sending invitations.
Who will know to attend?

Our Services
Priced Affordably for
any size group and
budget. Ask for a quote
and we’ll prove it.
Translation, printing,
and fulfillment are
available...

Contents
1. Strategic Planning
2. Benefit Guide Design
3. Guide Layouts
4. Posters and Mailers
5. Emails and More

Benefits communication planning is a technique
for figuring out where you want to go and how
you’re going to get there. Mostly you plan your
work, including strategies to overcome those
inevitable bumps in the road.
It doesn’t have to be complicated; it just needs
to answer those questions that need to be
answered before you start communicating, with
educated guesses on all the rest.
With apologies to Rolf
Larson

6. Interactive Videos
7. MyBenefits Mobile
Contacts
8. Other Benefit
Communication
Resource Guides
9. About Groh &
Associates, Inc.

website: grohcomm.com
info@grohcomm.com

800.727.4619
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Benefit Guides
Cover Designs
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“Design is the intermediary between
information and understanding”

❷

Sample Benefit
Guide Covers

-Richard Grefé

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

❶

Open Enrollment
New Hires
Wellness
Recruitment
Decision Guide

Customization

❸

Although our costs are
low, compared to
competitors, all design
and content are
customized to our clients’
benefit plans and
branding.

❺

❹
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Design Supports Copywriting
Guide Layouts
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“Clear writing leads to clear thinking. You don’t know what you know until you try
to express it. Good writing is partly a matter of character. Instead of doing what’s
easy for you, do what’s easy for your reader.”
— Michael A. Covington
❶

Creative Design or
1,000 Words?
Copywriting works best
when supported
creatively by graphic
design. It makes it
easier for users to
understand what to do
next by illustrating how
to apply something
complicated or technical,
if it is not otherwise
obvious.

Sample Layouts
1. Open Enrollment
2. Wellness
3. Recruitment

❷

Flip Book Sample
Click here to demo our flip
book sample.

Flip Book Demo

❸

website: grohcomm.com
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Calls to Action
Posters | Mailers
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“A call to action is the part of your message that tells your audience what to
do. If written right, it also makes them feel inspired to do it.”
-Alice E.M. Underwood

Promoting Benefits and Actions
Posters, mailers, emails, flyers, banners, table tents, etc. are calls to action for
guiding employees to the educational materials or to take action. A primary
marketing technique is to use multiple media and message redundancy to get
people to take action.

7 x 7 Formula
A prevalent marketing
practice reasons that
people remember
messages and take
actions if the message
is repeated 7 times
using 7 different forms
of media to amplify it.

❶
❷

Sample Layouts
Supporting Text with
Design:
1. Open Enrollment
Poster
2. Open Enrollment
Postcard
3. Wellness Mailer
4. Ongoing Benefits
Education Poster

❸

❹

Wellness mailer
promoting actions to take
with removable clings
(4 panels, 6”x9”)

website: grohcomm.com
info@grohcomm.com
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Calls to Action
HTML Emails | Change Notices | Newsletter
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HTML Emails
A creatively designed and branded message inserted into the body of an email
to get attention and direct participants with links to posted documents, videos,
or websites where they are encouraged to take specific actions, such as to
learn about benefit changes, enroll, take wellness program steps, etc.

Sample Layouts
• Open Enrollment
Reminder
• Ongoing Benefits
Education
• Wellness

Change Notices and Newsletters
Change notices function as a stylized SMM that focuses on benefit and other
changes for the coming year. An ongoing benefits newsletter can help educate
participants on specific benefit features, tools, and resources in helping them
become better at managing their health, spending, finances, and benefits..

Sample Layouts
• Open Enrollment
Change Notice
• Wellness
Newsletter

website: grohcomm.com
info@grohcomm.com

800.727.4619
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Interactive Videos
A Most Effective Solution
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“People are four times more likely to watch a video than read the information.”
-Animoto and Digital Content Next Survey

What Is Interactive Video?
Employers can:
While watching, viewers can:
 Register viewers for identification
 Download posted documents
 Collect viewing analytics
 Link to websites
 Add translated version or closed
 Answer survey questions
caption
 Choose what to watch through branching
 Upload SCORM-compliant file to
 Send an email
your Learning Management
System (LMS)
❶

❷

Videos are a good fit
for employees working
from home.

Demo Videos
1. Open Enrollment
2. Choosing a Medical
Plan
3. Ongoing Benefits
Education:
Preventive Care
4. Wellness

Video Topic Ideas
•
•
•

❹

❸

•
•
•
•
•
•

Note: Not all features are
demonstrated in these videos.

Distribution to employees and spouses:
 Post link on portal
 Email link
 Place QR code on posters, flyers, guides, etc.

Choosing a Medical
Plan
Using Preventive
Care Benefits
Why Ccontribute to
Your HSA
How HSAs Work
Tips for Using
Healthcare Benefits
Voluntary Benefits
Wellness Program
and Incentives
Navigating a
Benefits Portal
Online Tools and
Resources

All our videos are
accessible from
computers, cellphones,
or mobile devices.

website: grohcomm.com
info@grohcomm.com
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Put your benefit contacts on
employees’ phones
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A digital “wallet card” that employees can download to their phones and
mobile devices to access benefit vendors’ service centers and websites.

Easy to Distribute
Employees can

download from a
benefits portal, email,
or a website.
Add a Message
Add a message on the
top line and a link to a
video or website.
Change the message as
needed.
Link a tile to your
benefits guide as a flip
book or pdf.

Click here for demo.
On the demo, click a benefits tile for its service center phone
number and website link.

website: grohcomm.com
info@grohcomm.com

800.727.4619
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Benefits Communication
Resource Guides
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More Ideas and Samples for Benefits Communication
Our Resource Guides offer ideas and samples to consider in planning
benefits communication. You can obtain these free guides at our website,
grohcomm.com.

website: grohcomm.com
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About Groh & Associates, Inc.
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Benefits Communication

Selected Client List

It’s What We Do
Groh and Associates has served employers and brokers for over 10
years. We create strategic and affordable benefits communication,
most often for:
For benefits education:
 Benefit guides, flip books
 Enrollment kits
 Changes notices, newsletters
 Interactive videos
 MyBenefits Contacts app
 And more
For promotion:
 Home mailers
 Posters, flyers, banners
 HTML emails, etc.
 And more

Experience Matters
Before forming Groh & Associates, Inc. Ken Groh worked 20 years with Mercer,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, and Aon in their communication practices.
Staff: Our staff includes talent for creative design, copywriting and scripting,
narration, production, and project management.
A client’s testimonial to our services
“In my role that required simultaneously addressing different employee populations about
multiple benefit plans, I worked with Groh & Associates on a complicated
communications matrix containing e-print as well as narrated and animated remote video
presentations. Groh kept it all straight while both developing content and managing
production. It was a non-pareil performance that was actually replicated - and expanded
upon- in the following year. Recommended without reservation.”
—David Dietly, Senior Manager, Global Benefits, PAE, Inc.

For more ideas, samples,
and services for benefits
communication, watch this
4-minute video.
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